
TVT Green is a “game changer”! This advanced non-water soluble machining cutting oil 
differentiates itself from the competition because it is actually a lubricant that treats metals. 
Mono Molecular Adhesion (MMA) technology penetrates metal surfaces and bonds
chemically on a microscopic level to smooth out points of contact, which drops friction by 
up to 80%. Decreased friction and heat are noticeable almost immediately.

Within minutes a seasoned machinist will hear that the
grinding and cutting sounds have been dramatically
reduced and see that cuts are of a much finer quality andreduced and see that cuts are of a much finer quality and
without burrs. Because machines cut and drill faster, and
tooling life is greatly extended up to 1500%, productivity
and profitability also increase.

Major breakthrough in friction reduction and 
cutting performance and finish for titanium, 
stainless steel and all other hard and soft 
metals.
Saves money (great ROI), reduces heat, noise 
and is operator and environmentally friendly.
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Cost Savings - Longer Tool Life, Reduced Labor Costs,
Less Downtime, Improved Throughput, Less Power
Consumption

Quality Improvements - Increased Speeds and Smoother
Feeds, Improved Surface Finish

Environmentally Friendly - Non-Corrosive, Non-Toxic
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Non-Water Soluble Machining Cutting Oil

TVT Green Non-Water Soluble Machining Cutting Oil makes the worksite healthier. TVT 
Green is operator and environmentally friendly, non-toxic and non-corrosive.

TVT Green Machining Cutting Oil allows standard steel drill bits to cut holes in titanium 
and other hard metals faster with smoother edges and greatly reduced wear.

All other softer metals will be cut and drilled more quickly with similar savings in labor and 
tools as well as with improved surface finish.

CNC MachinistCNC Machinist: "We know TVT Green works, we have been using it for years to machine 
titanium, stainless steel, heat treated steel and all other hard and soft metals for more
efficient operation and higher quality production."

TVT Green Products are the “Next Generation and New Standard” in friction reduction 
technology. Manufacturing higher end finished products with reduced costs, means higher
return on investment!

To order product and get more information please contact us at:
tvtgreen.com and 1-800-741-7648tvtgreen.com and 1-800-741-7648

TVT Green Lubricants and Protectors include:
Engine Oil Additive
Diesel Fuel Additive
Gear Lubricant Additive
Hydraulic Fluid Additive
Water Soluble Machining Cutting Additive
Machining Cutting OilMachining Cutting Oil
Cold Heading Lubricant
Heavy Density Oil Well Drilling Additive
Water Soluble Oil Well Drilling Additive
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Typical CNC Machining Solution
TVT Green CNC Machining Solution
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